
Three ways to look at a microprocessor

• What a VLSI (very large-scale integration) chip designer sees:

VLSI Design



• What a PCB (printed circuit board) designer sees:



• What a programmer sees:



General block diagram of a microprocessor core.
A microprocessor is made up of a series of interconnected functional
units. All controlled by a central timing and control unit that behaves
like a finite state machine.



Components of a microcomputer
• A microcomputer is built up from a microprocessor, some memory,

and several I/O peripherals. These all communicate via a parallel bus
which consists of an Address bus, a Data bus, and a Control bus.



How does a microprocessor work?

1. The microprocessor fetches an instruction.
We will ignore how it does this for now.

2. This instruction tells the microprocessor 
what to do.
For example, it might perform an XOR 
operation.

3. The microprocessor executes the 
instruction, and this process repeats where 
a new instruction is fetched.



Fetching an instruction
How do we fetch an instruction?

In the general block diagram we had a program counter.

The program counter is a register (16-bits wide for small
microprocessors) which contains the address in memory of the next
instruction to be executed.



Fetching an instruction
How do we fetch an instruction?

To fetch an instruction
the following process is used;

1. the microprocessor places the address contained in the program
counter onto the address bus.

2. A read signal is then set in the control bus and the memory
responds by placing the data (instruction) onto the data bus.

3. The microprocessor then loads this instruction into the instruction
register. This completes the fetch.



Executing an instruction
In order to execute the instruction, the microprocessor must first
decode the instruction and then perform the appropriate operations.

For example, the instruction may have been to increment (add 1) the
number contained in the accumulator.

For the 8051 series microprocessor, this instruction called a “machine
code”, has the hexadecimal code 04. This has a corresponding
abbreviated description, called a Mnemonic, “INCA”.



Executing an instruction

There are several different types of instructions that are possible, and
these are usually summarised in a table with corresponding
Mnemonics. (at_c51ism.pdf)

Mnemonics are a more convenient way of describing the program
operations and are the main part of an assembly language.



A machine code program



An assembly languarge program

Large machine code programs are impossible to interpret so we use 
Mnemonics and formatting to show program structure. 
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